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PDM

PLM
PLM

not only manages
all product-related data,

PDM takes control of
designs, documents, BOMs
and processes, primarily to

of PDM to support the whole
business across the product
lifecycle, with specialized
applications for engineering,
manufacturing, procurement,
purchasing, suppliers,
customers, sales and service.

and productivity, but also to
improve collaboration across
the business.

1. Take the easy first step with PDM

Faster time-to-benefit
Out-of-the-box functionality

(Source: Tech-Clarity Insight: The Business Value of Product Data Management)

2. Realize the payback of PDM
Improved
time-to-market

Quality,
reduced errors

Payback
calculation
• 15 users
• Software
• Hardware

• Effective search

• Ability to share data
• Collaboration tools
• Data control
• Multi-CAD data management

Re-use

IP protection

• Data control

• Deployment
• Maintenance
• Tech support
• 30 days to deploy

= 1 year payback

• Data control
• Effective search

• Data control
• Access rights

(Source: Tech-Clarity Insight: The Business Value of Product Data Management)

(Source: PDM ROI analysis using SHARK software)

3. Invest in PLM and grow

Manufacturing

Purchasing

Compliance
Suppliers
Service

Customers

4. See PLM profitability across your business
Increase product
revenue by 19%

Decrease product
cost by 15%

Reduce development
costs by 16%

19 %
15 %

16%

Accelerate
launch

Increase
revenue

Extend
returns

Click to see cycle time
reduced by 84%

Click to see market share
increased by10%

Click to see returns
reduced by $100 million

Electronics and semiconductor

Electronics and semiconductor

Teradyne
Products

Teamcenter
Business challenges
Increase business productivity
Improve enterprise project
management and
collaboration
Eliminate lengthy, largely
manual process for engineer ing change management
Cut manufacturing costs
while increasing customer
satisfaction
Keys to success
Implement a centralized,
automated process for engi neering change management
and collaboration based on
Siemens PLM Software’s
Teamcenter and Microsoft

Results
Faster access to more
accurate data
Cycle times for engineering
change orders reduced from
90 days to just 14 days, an
extraordinary 84 percent
reduction

Test equipment manufacturer
employs Siemens PLM Software
and Microsoft technology to
deliver a centralized, automated
process for engineering change
management and collaboration

semiconductor chips and cell phone com ponents to automobiles and aerospace
systems. When times took a turn for the
worse, the company took action on a
variety of fronts. It outsourced manufactu ring. It implemented new supply-chain
systems. It moved into new markets.

Executive perspective
For Teradyne – the U.S.$1.2 billion a year
maker of automatic test equipment – the
recession posed the same challenge that
many other manufacturers faced: cut
costs while boosting customer service, the
better to weather the bad times and posi tion itself for growth during the inevitable
recovery. The company’s multipronged
approach to the challenge included the
adoption of new processes for managing
the requirements of product development
projects, collaboration on project team
documents and change orders, imple mented through Siemens PLM Software’s
Teamcenter® software and Microsoft

The company also looked inward to wring
excess costs out of its engineering and
manufacturing processes, especially its
processes for engineering requirements
management and change management.
Those processes varied from business unit
to business unit within the company, con-

Teamcenter, NX

Numerous product models
and frequent product changes
Complex system processes
Management of voluminous
technical data
Keys to success
Adoption of Teamcenter soft ware for complete product
data management
Direct association of technical
data (including mechanical
structure design, electronic
circuit hardware design and
built-in software) with system
processes and documents
Standardized approval and
change processes

Teradyne’s thoughtful approach paid
dividends. Today, personnel have faster
and easier access to more accurate data,
which has led to less manufacturing
rework, lower scrap costs, faster chan ge-order cycles, lower project scheduling
slip rates, lower change-order processing
costs and higher customer satisfaction.

PLM supports marketing and development by enabling
rapid innovation

Results
Reduced design and manufac turing errors
Reduce rework and claims by
more than 30 percent

When the recession hit,
Teradyne hit back
Teradyne manufactures automatic test
equipment for testing everything from

Teamcenter

Manage the growing amount
of software in vehicles

Leading domestic supplier of automobile
electronics products
Founded in 1993, Shenzhen Hangsheng
Electronics Co., Ltd. is a leading domestic
supplier of automobile electronics prod ucts. The company focuses on the
development, manufacturing and market ing of automotive electronics products. It
has also established a solid presence in the
aviation electronics and railway electronics
sectors. With net assets of more than
RMB600 million and a workforce of 3,000
employees, Hangsheng produces automo tive electronics products under the “Hang
Sheng” brand, including vehicle-carried AV
entertainment systems, intelligent naviga tion and multimedia systems, integrated
car body control systems, intelligent trans portation and alarm systems, and more.
Hangsheng’s relationships with domestic
automakers are typically long-standing,
friendly and highly cooperative. Of the top
20 domestic automakers ranked by sales
revenues in 2008, 19 were the clients of
Hangsheng. That translates to 95 percent
domestic market coverage and represents
a 30 percent domestic market share.

www.siemens.com/teamcenter

Reduce escalating software
development costs
Minimize warranty costs
related to software
Keys to success
Scalable, global software
management program
Every software component
tracked by vehicle, series
and variant
Ability to monitor software
dependencies
Impact studies that show
effects of software changes
Hangsheng has also established its pres ence in international markets, including
the United States, France, Japan, South
Korea, Russia, Malaysia, Brazil, Iran, Egypt
and other countries. Hangsheng is now on
the buy list of six of the world’s top ten
automakers, with its global export busi ness expanding rapidly.
Advanced PLM technology to meet
innovation challenges
to the highly varying requirements,
numerous product models and complex
system processes of its domestic and

www.siemens.com/plm

NX, Femap, Teamcenter

Using PLM technology
to manage in-vehicle
software, Ford has
greatly reduced repair
work and is setting the
stage for additional
savings through
software re-use

The growing prevalence of software and
electronics in cars has huge implications
for the OEMs. One big one involves aftersales activities and controlling warranty
costs. Chris Davey, technical leader,
Software and Control Systems Engi neering
at Ford, illustrates this with a common sce nario: “The rapid expansion in the software
complexity in our vehicles was creating a

Machinery and industrial products

SpaceX
Products

Cars with consumer
electronics
Innovation in the auto indus try increasingly involves soft ware and electronics. “The
standard estimate is that 60
percent of vehicle innovation
is now software and electron ics, but we tend to believe it is
even higher than that,” says
Patrick Milligan, Ford’s senior
manager for vehicle solutions.
Ford’s Sync feature is a perfect
example. This is an optional, in-car
commu nications and enter tainment sys tem that gives drivers hands-free, voiceactivated control over their mobile phones
and digital music players.

Click to see costs reduced
by $9.8 million

SpaceX delivers outer space at bargain rates

Product

Business challenges

Using Teamcenter, more product
models are created faster, new
business is up, rework and
warranty claims are down

Reduce
costs

Aerospace and defense

Ford Motor Company
$100+ million in warranty cost savings

Business challenges
Different requirements from
geographically dispersed
domestic and international
automakers

Click to see productivity
increased by 50%

Automotive and transportation

Shenzhen Hangsheng
Electronics

Engineering change-order cycle cut by 84 percent,
$2 million saved yearly
Product

Boost
productivity

Business challenges
Develop rockets that reduce
the cost of space access by a
factor of 10
Keys to success
Employ a managed develop ment environment built on NX
software and Teamcenter
software
Create virtual mockups of
entire rockets
Leverage design data for shop

At SpaceX, a managed
development environment
provides critical infrastructure
for development of low-cost
launch vehicles that will slash
the cost of space access
Low-cost rockets set to change the rules
Space Exploration Technologies (SpaceX)
is a privately-held launch vehicle developer
and launch services provider with an
ambitious goal: to revolutionize the
commercial space industry. SpaceX aims to
revolutionize the commercial space indus try with rockets that cut the cost of a
launch by a factor of 10.

The company was founded by Elon Musk,
whose previous businesses (PayPal and Zip2
Corp.) gave him the wherewithal to get into
the space-for-hire market. Musk started
SpaceX in 2002 and to date the company
has launched several of the Falcon 1 rockets.

Products

Teamcenter and NX help
Hyundai Heavy Industries save
$9.8 million annually across
product lines

Business challenges

The two-stage, liquid oxygen and kerosene powered rocket can lift a half ton into
lowearth orbit for a price of about $6
million. This is one-third the cost of other
currently available options. The rockets have
all been launched from the Kwajalein Atoll

SpaceX has also been developing the Falcon
9 rocket, which supports the medium- to
heavy-class launch market.

Keys to success

Control the lifecycle of all
rocket components
Results
problem with our dealerships when it
came time to replace or repair electronic
control units (ECUs) that had a software
glitch,” he says. “The traditional approach
was a standard hardware replacement
where we would actually remove the ECU
from the customer’s vehicle and replace it
with a new unit. This approach is not a
cost-effective solution, but worse is that in
the process of removing and replacing an
ECU, you might introduce some squeak
and rattle type issues into the customer’s
vehicle which is absolutely not desirable.”
And with features such as Sync needing to
keep up with advances in communications

www.siemens.com/teamcenter

50 percent productivity
improvement
More effective collaboration
between design groups
First privately developed liquid
fuel rocket to deliver a com mercial satellite to Earth orbit

Results
1

transmission and distribution

www.siemens.com/plm

(Source: Siemens PLM Software customer case studies)

PDM

PLM

Teamcenter
Rapid Start

Teamcenter

Deploy PDM quickly

Extend PLM value

www.siemens.com/plm
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